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The developments in the UK in the last couple of days have left Continental
observers wondering whether the home of pragmatism has taken a collective plunge
into the abyss of irrationality. In Parliament, Her Majesty’s Government voted against
the Withdrawal Agreement with the EU it had itself negotiated. Moderate Tories
flocked towards a proposal of the ERG, the most eurosceptic wing of the party,
that earlier was unacceptable and is now hailed as a compromise. All the while the
Labour party is on a wild goosechase of its own, pretending a Customs Union with
the EU that no expert considers achievable can resolve all problems. Despite the
(to put it mildly) suboptimal handling of Brexit, an alleged shift in popular opinion
against Brexit has not lifted the boats of the parties actually openly opposing Brexit
to a significant extent. How in the world is one supposed to make sense of it all?
The reason Continental Europe so often misunderstands what is happening in
the UK is that it views events there either as developments in an international
negotiation or as a crisis of the Tory party. The reality is that we are witnessing a
constitutional system in crisis. One of the oldest constitutional systems in the world is
trying to digest three paradigm shifts – and it is trying to do so in one gulp. 
The first paradigm shift is a move from parliamentary to popular sovereignty. UK
constitutional law considers Parliament, not the people, as sovereign. Referendums
are still rather new, occur rarely and sit awkwardly in the UK constitutional order.
Popular sentiment, however, seems to have abandoned sovereignty of Parliament
in favour of popular sovereignty. Brexit is an expression of this change. While legally
the Brexit referendum was only advisory, there seems to be a broad consensus that
Parliament cannot on its own refuse to follow the popular will. But what, precisely, is
that popular will? What does the vote to leave the EU mean concretely? Leaving the
institution EU? Leaving all EU law? Leaving the Court of Justice? The constitutional
paradigm shift means the interpretation of the referendum result has gained, in
the eye of the public and even in the eyes of MPs, a status that puts it above the
decisions of Parliament as an expression of the will of the population. Invoking the
expression of the will of the people in the Brexit referendum has become akin to
invoking a constitutional rule in Continental systems. The tragedy is, however, that
there is noone who can state authoritatively in detail what that popular will was
besides merely leaving the organisation EU.
The second paradigm shift threatens the traditional two-party system of the UK. In
the past, identification with the Tory or the Labour party defined a person, whether
MP or voter. If you knew one’s allegiance, you could have an educated guess of that
person’s opinions across a wide range of areas. Modern society no longer seems
to follow this pattern. On a variety of questions positions are not split along party
lines, but divide the two parties. While this did, of course, also happen in the past –
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this is not a matter of black and white but of shades of grey – the number and the
complexity of issues on which parties split seems to be rising. Brexit is an extreme
case in this regard. Unlike other issues, it cannot be voted on and implemented in
one decision, so that the parties can simply move on and put their split behind them.
Both major parties have promised to implement the referendum result. But this did
not resolve the issue. Brexit requires a range of decisions. All of them tempt, or even
force decision-makers to revisit the original question that splits both parties: Should
we leave the EU or not?
The third paradigm shift concerns international treaties. The UK has traditionally
been an outlier in the ratification of treaties. In other countries many treaties require
a vote by parliament. In the UK Parliament can, when implementation is required,
vote against implementing a treaty, it can even vote against a treaty to delay
ratification. But it cannot vote to stop ratification. The consequence of this setup is
that the government is used to negotiate treaties on its own, with little parliamentary
involvement. Ironically (and leaving aside Member State Parliaments for a moment)
the European Union used to follow a similar model until the European Parliament
obtained the power to vote down agreements. When it did so with the ACTA
Agreement the system began to change and Parliament started to be taken seriously
in treaty negotiations as well. The same is now happening with the UK: Parliament
voted down a treaty and government has to come to terms with the new role of
Parliament, finding a way to include Parliament in treaty negotiations. Tragically, it
has to do so under enormous time pressure with regard to a treaty that is vital for the
country.
The system struggles to adapt to the changes that are forced upon it. As always
and everywhere in times of crisis, decision-makers tend to fall back on solutions
that are tried and tested. In the UK that means keeping the party together (for the
Conservatives after the elections this includes the DUP), for only a united party
can govern or hope to govern in the UK system. It means that the opposition will
fight to drive the government to the ballot box, as when worst came to worst it has
always been a change of government that brought a solution. It means holding the
government together, because it has always been the government, not Parliament,
that held the reigns in treaty negotiations. At the moment, all of these traditional
strategies seem bound to fail. Holding the party together has meant that both parties
had to find a compromise that bridges a divide so large it cannot be mended by a
realistic policy. An election would thus only exchange one party compromise that
cannot be realistically delivered for another. And failing to find a way to work with
Parliament might ultimately lead to failure in the negotiations. Many of the strategies
might thus still have the veneer of the tried and tested, of stability. But it has become
a disastrous stability.
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